
Founded in 1812. The brewery is located at the starting 
point of Shio no Michi (Salt Road). The name of their 
sake 'Kenshin' was derived from an admirable story 
about Uesugi Kenshin, a famous Commander in Echigo
during the Warring States period. It is told that he 
provided relief to his enemy, Commander Takeda 
Shingen, by sending salt to his army during the battle of 
Kawanakajima. For over 200 years, with the satisfaction 
of the local customers being the highest priority, they 
have spared no cost to use only the best sake rice to 
brew top quality, hand crafted sake.

謙信 池田屋酒造

Brewed with 
Gohyakumangoku rice 
and Koshitanrei rice 
grown in Niigata, it 
features a mild aroma 
and rich flavor. The 
water for brewing is from 
the Himegawa river and 
it reaches the brewery's 
well by underground 
aquifer and is pumped 
from there. It contributes 
to the sake's mellow 
flavor and pleasant 
aftertaste.

Kenshin

Minced megisu dumplings

Mail kenshin-ikedaya@r9.dion.ne.jp 

謙信 純米吟醸
Kenshin Junmai Ginjo

－１０－

Ikedaya Shuzo Co., Ltd.

The fish in this dish 
is megisu(deep-sea 
smelt) from 
Itoigawa, which 
contains some fat 
but tastes light. The 
deep delicious 
flavor of megisu
dumplings pairs 
well with the 
refreshing bouquet 
of Junmai Daiginjo.

Since it has a mild 
aroma, serving it 
chilled or slightly 
warmed with fish or 
chicken dishes is 
recommended.
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Sake lees

常務
池原 達弘 氏
Executive Director
Ikehara Tatsuhiro

It is good to use sake lees, which are 
occasionally sold, as a secret ingredient when 
cooking. In summer, use it for pickles.
For more details, please contact Ikedaya
brewery.

We are sorry, brewery tours are not 
available.
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku,
Koshitanrei

Polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value：+1

Shopping Information (e.g.)


